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“Robin Parrish is the kind of writer who understands how to entertain from the word go.
His stories are sure to shape fiction for years to come.”
—Ted Dekker, bestselling author of Showdown and House
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Minneapolis, MN—Exploding into the fiction market for the first time, Robin Parrish was making
waves with Relentless long before it ever became a book. As editor-in-chief of the popular
magazine Infuze, Parrish originally wrote Relentless as serialized chapters and posted them on the
magazine’s Web site. It became an instant hit with the thousands of Infuze visitors.
Now, Relentless makes its print debut—and it won’t disappoint. From the very first sentence,
Parrish seizes his reader’s attention and won’t let go until the very last page.
Grant Borrows’ entire life has been fundamentally
altered. There’s another man in the world wearing his
face and living his life. What’s more, the man staring back
from his mirror is a stranger. He discovers he has new
abilities that he struggles to harness and finds himself in
a web of intrigue involving an underground global
conspiracy dating back over 7000 years. Grant must
discover the truth about his own identity—not just for
himself—but for the survival of the world as we know it.

“Grant Borrows stepped off the
Metro bus on his way to work, and
across the street he saw himself
strolling down the sidewalk…
reflected back at him [from a store
window] was a man he’d never
seen before.”—From Chapter 1

More Praise for Relentless:
“There’s enough heart-stopping moments in Relentless to merit a trip to the cardiologist! Author
Robin Parrish smartly provides more than just spine-tingling action, intricately weaving his tale
around the universal questions of truth and purpose.”
—Matt Bronleewe, award-winning music producer, author of forthcoming Illuminated
“Relentless drew me relentlessly into the story... Never has the hero’s journey been so tangled
with conspiracies, secret organizations, age-old mysteries, and sword wielding assassins.”
—H. Michael Brewer, author of Who Needs a Superhero? and Lessons From the Carpenter
“Like high-octane jet fuel laced with pure adrenaline, Robin Parrish’s Relentless is a potent
cocktail of adventure and myth—guaranteed to keep you racing through pages
long into the night.”
—T.L. Hines, author of Waking Lazarus
“Robin Parrish has given readers an excellent, different approach to a murder mystery book. Mr.
Parrish has my endorsement for this, his initial, very imaginative foray into a difficult genre.”
—Alan Paul Curtis, who-dunnit.com

Available at your local bookstore, bethanyhouse.com or by calling 1-800-877-2665.
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